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Pera Berbangê
The title “Pera Berbangê / arpeggio ante lucem” (means “somewhat of motions
before the sunshine and / or light.”) is taken from the Arin İnan Arslan’s short
film.
This work is related to the screenplay and the political background of the film,
which are sorely linked with the memories and stories of my childhood İskenderun, where various cultural groups of people, Armenians, Assyrians, Greeks,
etc. live in understanding with each other. Hence the relationship of the piece
with those cultures.
The role of double bass is somehow crucial having the entire piece interrelated
to him. Does not say much, as can’t the minorities. But, mind that, when put
concisely

things

have

a

tendency

to

say

the

utmost.

Thus, in this piece, I try to variate translucent sound layers by large-scale sequences, while surrounding musical textures in various ways, ways ranging
from a roughly-spoken area to extreme lyricism. The superimposed interlocution
of the ideas in this piece is aimed at rendering the often tragic and onerous lives
of the rejected people, giving the entire piece an elevated sense of musicality.
The work is dedicated to children around the globe who are massacred by the
murderous governments.
The work is dedicated to children condemned to darkness.

